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ABSTRACT : In the today’s world, security is required to transmit confidential information over the
network. Security is also demanding in wide range of applications. Cryptographic algorithms play a
vital role in providing the data security against malicious attacks. Encryption of data is an important topic
for research, as secure and efficient algorithms are needed that allow optimized encryption and decryption of
data. In this paper we propose a new encryption algorithm, called Reverse Encryption Algorithm (REA). Our
new encryption algorithm (REA) is simple and fast enough for most applications. REA encryption algorithm
provides maximum security and limits the added time cost for encryption and decryption.
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I. Introduction
Cryptography is a science of secret writing. It is the art of protecting the information by transforming it into
an unreadable format in which a message can be concealed from the casual reader and only the intended
recipient will be able to convert it into original text .Cryptography renders the message unintelligible to
outsider by various transformations. Data Cryptography is the scrambling of the content of data like text,
image, audio and video to make it unreadable or unintelligible during transmission. Its main goal is to keep
the data secure from unauthorized access [22].
Information security has been provided by physical security and operating system security. As far as we
know, neither of these methods sufficiently provides a secure support on storing and processing the sensitive
data. Cryptographic support is another important way of database security. In [1, 7, 12, 14] database
encryption mechanism could provide the following security.
1) Encryption mechanism can prevent users from obtaining data in an unauthorized
manner.
2) Encryption mechanism can verify the authentic origin of a data
item.
3) Encryption mechanism also prevents from leaking information in a database when storage mediums, such
as disks, CD-ROM, and tapes, are lost.
This usually implies that the system has to sacrifice the performance to obtain the security. When data is
stored in the form of cipher, we have to decrypt all the encrypted data before querying them. It is impractical
because the cost of decryption over all the encrypted data is very expensive [18].
For this purpose, we design the innovative encryption algorithm, called as “Reverse Encryption
Algorithm (REA)”. Our new encryption algorithm (REA) is efficient and reliable. It has accomplished
security requirements and is fast enough for most widely used software. Reverse Encryption Algorithm limits
the added time cost for encryption and decryption. We also provide description of the proposed encryption
algorithm and its processes.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses related work. Section 3 describes
the proposed encryption algorithm REA. Finally Section 4 presents conclusion

II. RELATED WORK
In [16] proposed a new encryption scheme (Chaotic Order Preserving Encryption (COPE)). It hides the order
of the encrypted values by changing the order of buckets in the plaintext domain. It is secure against known
plaintext attack. However, COPE can be used just on trusted server where the encryption keys are used to
perform many queries such as join and range queries. The overhead of range queries over encrypted database
is much higher than the overhead of range queries over plaintext database. In addition, it uses many keys to
change the order of buckets and in some cases that may lead to have duplicated values. Another drawback in
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COPE is the encryption and decryption cost. That is because of the computation complexity to randomize the
buckets and assign the correct order within each bucket.
The bucketing approach [3, 5, 6, 13, 21] is dividing the plaintext domain into many partitions
(buckets). The encrypted database in the bucketing approach is augmented with additional information
(the index of attributes), thereby allowing query processing to some extent at the server without endangering
data privacy. The encrypted database in the bucketing approach contains etuples and corresponding
bucket-ids (where many plaintext values are indexed to same bucket-id). In this scheme, executing a query
over the encrypted database is based on the index of attributes. The result of this query is a superset of records
containing false positive tuples. These false hits must be removed in a post filtering process after etuples
returned by the query are decrypted. Because only the bucket-id is used in a join operation, filtering can be
complex, especially when random mapping is used to assign bucket-ids rather than order preserving mapping.
In bucketing, the projection operation is not implemented over the encrypted database, because a row level
encryption is used.

III. The Proposed Encryption Algorithm (REA)
We recommend the new encryption algorithm, “Reverse Encryption Algorithm (REA)”, because of its
simplicity and efficiency. Reverse Encryption Algorithm limits the added time cost for encryption and
decryption. In this section we provide a comprehensive yet concise algorithm.
Our new Reverse Encryption Algorithm is a symmetric stream cipher that can be effectively used for
encryption of data. It takes a variable-length key. The REA algorithm encipherment and decipherment
consists of the same operations, except the two operations: 1) added the keys to the text in the
encipherment and removed the keys from the text in the decipherment. 2) Executed divide operation on the
text by 4 in the encipherment and executed multiple operation on the text by 4 in the decipherment.
We execute divide operation by 4 on the text to narrow the range domain of the ASCII code table at
converting the text. The details and working of the proposed algorithm REA are given below.
3.1 Encryption Algorithm of the REA
We are presenting the steps of the encryption algorithm of the Reverse Encryption Algorithm
REA (Algorithm 1).
The steps are (see Figure 1):
Step1: Input the text and the
key. Step2: Add the key to the
text.
Step3: Convert the previous text to ASCII code.
Step4: Convert the previous ASCII code to binary data.
Step5: Find out One’s complement of the previous binary data.
Step6: Gather each 8 bits from the previous binary data and obtain the Decimal value from
it. Step7: Divide the previous Decimal value by 4.
Step8: Obtain the ASCII code of the previous result divide and put it as one character.
Step9: Obtain the remainder of the previous divide and put it as a second
character. Step10: Return encrypted text.

Algorithm 1: REA_Encryption
INPUT: Plaintext (StrValue), Key (StrKey).
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OUTPUT: Ciphertext (EncryptedData).
1: Add the key to Text (StrKey + StrValue)---> full string (StrFullVlaue).
2: Convert the Previous Text(StrFullVlaue) to ASCII code (hexdata).
3: For each (byte b in hexdata).
a. Convert the Previous ascii code (hexdata) to binary data (StrChar).
b. Switch (StrChar.Length).
Case 7 ---> StrChar = "0" + StrChar. Case 6
---> StrChar = "00" + StrChar. Case 5 --->
StrChar = "000" + StrChar. Case 4 --->
StrChar = "0000" + StrChar. Case 3 --->
StrChar = "00000" + StrChar.
Case 2 ---> StrChar = "000000" + StrChar.
Case 1 ---> StrChar = "0000000" + StrChar.
Case 0 ---> StrChar = "00000000" + StrChar.
c. StrEncrypt += StrChar. (where, StrEncrypt= ””)
4: One’s complement the Previous Binary Data(StrEncrypt).
5: For i from 0 to StrValue.Length do the following:
a. if (binarybyte.Length == 8).
i.Convert the binary data (StrEncrypt) to Decimal Value and,
ii.Divide the Decimal Value by 4  the result(first character) and,
iii.The remainder of the previous  second character.
6: Return (EncryptedData).
3.2 Decryption Algorithm of the REA
We will be presenting the steps of the decryption algorithm of the Reverse Encryption Algorithm REA
(Algorithm 2).
The steps are (see Figure 2):
Step1: Input the encrypted text and the key.
Step2: Loop on the encrypted text to obtain ASCII code of characters and add the next character.
Step3: Multiply ASCII code of the first character by 4.
Step4: Add the next digit (remainder) to the result multiplying operation. (Consider result as Decimal value)
Step5: Convert the previous Decimal value to binary data. Step6:
Find out One’s complement of the previous binary data.
Step7: Gather each 8 bits from the previous binary data and obtain the ASCII code from it.
Step8: Convert the previous ASCII code to text.
Step9: Remove the key from the text.
Step10: Return decrypted data.

Algorithm 2: REA_Decryption
INPUT: Ciphertext (EncryptedData), the Key
(StrKey). OUTPUT: Plaintext (DecryptedData),
1: For (i = 0; i < EncryptedData.Length; i += 2)
a. Get the ascii code of the encrypted text
b. Decimal_value = (EncryptedData[i] * 4) + the next digit(remainder)[i+1].
2: For each (byte b in Decimal_value).
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a. Convert the Previous Decimal_value to binary data
(StrChar). b. Switch (StrChar.Length).
Case 7 ---> StrChar = "0" + StrChar.
Case 6 ---> StrChar = "00" + StrChar.
Case 5 ---> StrChar = "000" + StrChar.
Case 4 ---> StrChar = "0000" + StrChar.
Case 3 ---> StrChar = "00000" +
StrChar. Case 2 ---> StrChar = "000000"
+ StrChar.
Case 1 ---> StrChar = "0000000" +
StrChar. Case 0 ---> StrChar = "00000000"
+ StrChar. c. StrDecrypt += StrChar.
3: Find out the One’s complement of the Previous Binary Data(StrDecrypt).
4: For i from 0 to StrDecrypt.Length do the following:
a. if (binarybyte.Length == 8).
i. Convert the binary data (StrChar) to ascii code (hexdata) and,
ii. Convert the previous ascii code (hexdata) to the text (StrFullVlaue).
5: Remove the key from the text (StrFullVlaue - StrKey) (StrValue).
6: Return (DecryptedData).
3.3 REA: An Example Cipher
We have following example on which we have applied our new encryption algorithm REA:
Text to explain the running methods the proposed algorithm REA.
We have applied our new encryption algorithm REA is on the text, the explanation has been provided below.
The text is: “Welcome”
The key is: “123” (It takes a variable-length
key) Encrypted text is:
323130*0&2$3'0$0$2&2
Encipherment:
1) Add the key to the text: 123Welcome.
2) Convert the previous text to ASCII code.
1 --> 49, 2 --> 50, 3 --> 51, W --> 87, e --> 101, …
3) Convert the previous ASCII code to binary data:
00110001 00110010 00110011 01010111 01100101…
4) Reverse the previous binary data:
11001110 11001101 11001100 10101000 10011010. . .
5) Gather each 8 bits from the previous binary data and obtain the Decimal value of it:
206 205 204 168 154. . .
6) Divide the previous Decimal value by 4 and obtain the ASCII of the result (put it as one ASCII character)
and obtain the remainder (put it as second character).
206/4 = 51 ---> 3 and the remainder (next digit) = 2 (put it as 32)
205/4 = 51 ---> 3 and the remainder (next digit) = 1 (put it as 31)
204/4 = 51 ---> 3 and the remainder (next digit) = 0 (put it as 30)
168/4 = 42 ---> * and the remainder (next digit) = 0 (put it as *0)
154/4 = 38 ---> & and the remainder (next digit) = 2 (put it as &2) …
7) Encrypted text is (see Figure 3):
“323130*0&2$3'0$0$2&2”
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Figure 3: Running the program of the proposed encryption algorithm REA
Decipherment:
1) Loop on the encrypted text to get ASCII code of characters and add next character.
2) Multiply ASCII code of the first character by 4 and add the next digit (remainder):
The first character = 3 ---> ASCII code is: 51 and the next digit(remainder)= 2 then new Decimal value is:
206 = 51*4+2
The first character = 3 ---> ASCII code is: 51 and the next digit(remainder)= 1 then new Decimal value is:
205 = 51*4+1
The first character = 3 ---> ASCII code is: 51 and the next digit(remainder)= 0 then new Decimal value is:
204 = 51*4+0
The first character = * ---> ASCII code is: 42 and the next digit(remainder)= 0 then new Decimal value is:
168 = 42*4+0
The first character = & ---> ASCII code is: 38 and the next digit(remainder)= 2 then new Decimal value is:
154 = 38*4+2
3) Convert final Decimal value to binary data:
11001110 11001101 11001100 10101000 10011010...
4) Reverse the previous binary data:
00110001 00110010 00110011 01010111 1100101...
5) Convert binary data to ASCII code and text:
49 50 51 87 101 …
6) Remove the key from text: 123Welcome
7) Decrypted text is (see Figure 4):
“Welcome”
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Figure 4: Running the program of the proposed decryption algorithm REA

IV. CONCLUSIONS
Cryptographic support is an important mechanism of securing important data. In this paper, we introduce a
new encryption algorithm, which we call “Reverse Encryption Algorithm (REA)”. Our new encryption
algorithm (REA) is simple and fast enough for most applications. We also provide a thorough description of
the proposed algorithm and its processes. Our new encryption algorithm REA can reduce the cost time of the
encryption/decryption operations and improve the performance.
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